GSA. SDV. SBA. 8(a). Contracts

Products
- Mailroom Furniture
- Freestanding Sorters
- Packing & Shipping Stations
- Bulk Sort Units
- Built-in Mailroom Solutions
- Modular Casework
- Mail Carts

U.S. Small Business Administration
Military Applications
- Mailrooms
- Copy Centers
- Literature Organization

Services
- Preventative Maintenance
- Space Efficiency Audits
- Installations & Relocations

GSA Contracts
- GS-28F-0034T
- GS-25F-0046S
Alaska Native SDB 8(a) contracting vehicles available

Contact us today for a complimentary analysis on how you can save your organization time and money.
1-800-803-1083
info@southwestsolutions.com
www.southwestsolutions.com/military

Mailroom Furniture
This flexible sorting furniture is perfect for processing mail & other documentation. A wide variety of sorters & consoles to meet your changing needs.

Built-in Mailroom Solutions
Built-in mailroom solutions allow efficient mail distribution. Mailroom security is maintained by allowing mail to be passed thru the building walls.

Satellite Stations
These stations collate and distribute mail and documents away from the central mail facility. Color-coded shelf labels make sorting quick and easy.

Freestanding Sort Modules
Freestanding sort modules provide maximum sorting capacity in a minimal footprint. Shelves are easily adjustable to accommodate your various needs.

Parcel Processing Logistics Stations
Mail tote racks for bulk sorting and quick disbursement to the appropriate mail codes. Mobile racks with casters are also available.

Mail Carts
Mail carts are designed to facilitate the collection and distribution of mail and packages throughout your facility. Multiple styles to choose from.